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GORDON R. WALKER* AND MARK A. FOX'
The paradigm example of globalization is the global integration
of financial markets. Globalization has significant implications for
New Zealand--a small island nation far from the centers of world
capital--that flow from the particular characteristics of New
Zealand's economy. In order to sustain current levels of economic
growth, the New Zealand government has adopted a liberal policy to
attract foreign capital. In the future, a major task for New Zealand is
to align further the internal logic of the deregulatory process as
expressed in domestic legislation with an international environment
in which domestic economies are more globally integrated. This
article argues that the concept of globalization provides a new
analytical framework for accomplishing that task.
The article commences by identifying different meanings of
globalization and key drivers in the globalization of the financial
markets. Because globalization is an ambiguous concept, the second
half of the paper attempts to sharpen understanding of the concept by
considering concrete instances in which globalization has affected
New Zealand. Examples provided are: the "crash" of 1987; the
improvement of New Zealand's international investment position
through a noticeable increase in foreign investment; capital shortage;
capital flight; political debate in New Zealand; New Zealand's tax
treatment of foreign investors; and exemptions for foreign issuers.
Here, it is argued that as far as domestic policymakers are concerned,
globalization demands, first, a clear set ofpriorities in the particular
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area (a "microscopic" view), and, second, a global view of the subject
matter (a "macroscopic" view).
The article concludes by suggesting an analytical framework for
domestic policymakers and legislators addressing globalization
issues. Complex systems can be viewed as the subject of macroscopic
knowledge; hence, globalization can be characterized as macroscopic
knowledge since it is complex, conceptual, and fuzzy. By contrast,
domestic legislation can be characterized as microscopic knowledge;
i.e.,focused on one domain in which there is little or no contradiction.
On this view, globalization can be used as a tool to examine the
context of any given domestic legislation, thereby enriching our
understanding of specific legislation by introducing dynamic and
predictive criteria.
The concept of globalization radiates the possibility of a new
analytical framework for policymakers. Coupled with the
macroscopic/microscopic viewpoint, it enables us to avoid the pitfall
of domestic introspection by introducing criteria of internal and
external coherence. Internal coherence asks whether a proposed
domestic policy is congruent with policy in related areas. For
example, is there regulatory symmetry between domestic legislation
in taxation, securities, and foreign investment areas? External
coherence asks the globalization question: How should domestic
legislation reflect change in the international context?
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I. INTRODUCTION
A master metaphor for our times is the "Information Age,"' a phrase which
denotes the "information revolution" and connotes the "end of geography. ' 2
These terms underlie (and to some extent are subsumed by) the ambiguous
concept of "globalization." The concept of globalization has gained
considerable strength in recent years; its meaning, however, is often obscured
in its application.' Likewise, the policy implications of globalization are not
always clearly enunciated or understood. Since the integration of financial
markets on a global basis is the paradigm example of the movement toward
globalization,4 an examination of globalization and its policy ramifications in
this area is one way of delineating the shifting meanings of the concept. In this
article, we consider these issues with reference to New Zealand.
Globalization has significant implications for New Zealand-an island
nation in the South Pacific far from the centers of world capital-that flow from
the particular characteristics of New Zealand's economy: the country is an
exporting nation; its major companies operate in many countries; it requires
foreign investment for economic growth and is, thus, a net capital importer; it
has undertaken rapid deregulation since 1984 and now has one of the most
I. WALTER B. WRISTON, THE TWILIGHT OF SOVEREIGNTY: How THE INFORMATION REVOLUTION
Is TRANSFORMING OUR WORLD xi (1992).
2. See generally RICHARD O'BREN, GLOBAL FINANCIAL INTEGRATION: THE END OF GEOGRAPHY
(1992).
3. Glen Withers, Foreward to ECONOMIC PLANNING ADVISORY COMMISSION, GLOBALIZATION:
ISSUES FOR AUSTRALIA iii (1995) [hereinafter EPAC]. There is, however, a useful vein of explanatory
analysis in the sociological literature. See, e.g., MALCOM WATERS, GLOBALIZATION (1995); see also
ULRICH BECK, RISK SOCIETY (1992); ANTHONY GIDDENS, MODERNITY AND SELF-IDENTITY (1991); DAVID
HARVEY, THE CONDrION OF POSTMODERNITY (1989); SCOr LASH & JOHN URRY, ECONOMIES OF SIGNS
ANDSPACE (1994); ROLAND ROBERTSON, GLOBALIZATION: SOCIALTHEORY AND GLOBAL CULTURE (1992).
4. Recent literature on the point includes: WRISTON, supra note 1, at 61; O'BRIEN, supra note 2;
KENICHI OHMAE, THE END OF THE NATION STATE: THE RISE OF REGIONAL ECONOMIES (1995); Bevis
Longstreth, A Look at the SEC's Adaption to Global Market Pressures, 33 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 319
(1995); J. Carter Beese, Jr., Reengineering Regulation: Maintaining the Competitiveness of the US. Capital
Markets, WASH. Q., Autumn 1995, at 133; Lowell L. Bryan, The Forces Transforming Global Financial
Markets, BANK MGMT., Mar./Apr. 1994, at 40; Erik R. Peterson, Surrendering to Markets, WASH. Q.,
Autumn 1995, at 103; Srilata Zaheer, Cricadian Rhythms: The Effects of Global Market Integration in the
Currency Trading Industry, 26 J. INT'L BUS. STUD. 669(1995).
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open economies in the world.' In order to sustain current levels of economic
growth, the New Zealand government has adopted a liberal policy to attract
foreign capital. The reforms following deregulation in 1984 are now firmly
in place; the domestic economic context is, therefore, "a rapidly liberalising,
small open economy with light-handed regulation."6 In the future, a major task
for New Zealand is to align further the internal logic of the deregulatory
process as expressed in domestic legislation with the international environment
in which domestic economies are more globally integrated. The principal
thesis of this article is that the concept of globalization provides a new
analytical framework for accomplishing this task.
In Part II, we examine some meanings of globalization. In Part III, we
identify and briefly examine key drivers in the globalization of financial
markets. In Part IV, we discuss policy implications for regulators and
participants in the financial markets. Part V considers globalization as a
business mandate. In Part VI, the "crash" of 1987, capital shortage, capital
flight, political implications, the taxation treatment of foreign investors, and
unilateral exemptions for foreign issuers in New Zealand are offered as
examples of globalization in practice. One suggestion here is that
globalization has significant political implications in New Zealand which will
increase in importance with the advent of the new electoral system in New
Zealand, Mixed Member Proportional Representation (MMP).7 In conclusion,
Part VII attempts to open up a new framework for domestic policymakers
addressing globalization issues.
5. There is a recent summary of changes in the New Zealand economy since the 1970s in Alan E.
Bollard, The Role of Antitrust in a Small Open Economy: The Commerce Act in New Zealand in THE
AUSTRALIAN TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974: PROSCRIPTION AND PRESCRIPTIONS FOR A MORE COMPETITIVE
ECONOMY 671 (David K. Round ed., 1994) [hereinafter Bollard, Commerce Act in New Zealand]. See also
Gordon R. Walker, The Policy Basis of Securities Regulation in New Zealand, in SECURITIES REGULATION
IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 171, 186 n.8 (Gordon R. Walker & Brent Fisse eds., 1994); Michael
Taggart, Public Utilities and Public Law, in ESSAYS ON THE CONSTITUTION 214, 255 nn.233-34 (Philip
Joseph ed., 1995). See generally ALAN E. BOLLARD, NEW ZEALAND: ECONOMIC REFORMS 1984-1991
(1992); Alan E. Bollard, New Zealand, in THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF POLICY REFORM 73 (John
Williamson ed., 1994). A current analysis is M. Horn, Strategic Outlook for the New Zealand Economy,
Address to the New Zealand Manufacturers' Federation Annual Conference (Oct. 18, 1995). For an adverse
view of economic restructuring in New Zealand, see JANE KELSEY, THE NEW ZEALAND EXPERIMENT: A
WORLD MODEL FOR STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT? (1995).
6. Bollard, Commerce Act in New Zealand, supra note 5, at 671.
7. The new system is described in Alan McRobie, The Electoral System, in ESSAYS ON THE
CONSTITUTION, supra note 5, at 312.
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II. SOME MEANINGS OF "GLOBALIZATION"
The origins of the concept "globalization" can be traced back to the
writings of Wendell Wilkie and the Club of Rome These early formulations,
however, occurred prior to the collapse of Bretton Woods and the development
of the new global communications technology. The macroeconomic and
technological preconditions for globalization were not in place until the late-
1970s and early-1980s. With these preconditions now firmly in place, the
modern meaning of "globalization" implies a global perspective of the
particular area of study, a perspective which arises from the increased
interdependence of national institutions and national economies. 9
Globalization of the financial markets is the "factual process based on the
dynamics of... the markets."'" The massive increase in global financial flows
is made possible by the new technology, by traditional and novel market
activities, and by macroeconomic change." Other connotations of the term
globalization are particular to their subject matter; for example, global culture
("McWorld" as Benjamin Barber has described it), 3 global threats to peace
8. Jost Delbrilck, Globalization of Law, Politics, and Markets-Implications for Domestic Law-A
European Perspective, I IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 9, 10 n.3 (1993). See also WATERS, supra note 3.
9. For a review of the statistics, see Peter Lloyd, The Nature of Globalization, in EPAC, supra note
3, at 13.
10. Delbrtck, supra note 8, at I1. See also OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, U.S. CONGRESS,
TRADING AROUND THE CLOCK: GLOBAL SECURITIES MARKETS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (1991);
Joseph A. Grundfest, Internationalization of the World's Securities Markets: Economic Causes and
Regulatory Consequences, 4 J. FIN. SERVICES RES. 349, 360-65 (1990); Lewis D. Solomon & Louise Corso,
The Impact of Technology on the Trading of Securities: The Emerging Global Market and the Implications
for Regulation, 24 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 299, 336-37 (1991); Zaheer, supra note 4; David E. Van Zandt,
The Regulatory and Institutional Conditions for an International Securities Market, 32 VA. J. INT'L. L. 47,
74(1991).
11. For recent evidence on the increase of global financial flows, see CROSS-BORDER ELECTRONIC
BANKING: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNmES (Joseph Norton et al. eds., 1995) [hereinafter CROSS-BORDER
ELECTRONIC BANKING]. For example, in the United States $2 trillion are transferred by wire each day. Raj
Bhala, The Inverted Pyramid of Wire Transfer Law, in CROSS-BORDER ELECTRONIC BANKING, id. at 153.
One author estimates global foreign exchange trading at over $1 trillion per day. Roy C. Smith, Risk and
Volatility, WASH. Q., Autumn 1995, at 117. In April 1995, the global foreign exchange market had a net
turnover of $1.23 trillion a day. Zaheer, supra note 4, at 701. For a good recent discussion, see Gregory J.
Millman, THE VANDAL'S CROWN: How REBEL CURRENCY TRADERS OVERTHREW THE WORLD'S CENTRAL
BANKS (1995). On macroeconomic change, see Harold L. Cole, The Macroeconomic Effects of World Trade
in Financial Assets, FED. RESERVE BANK MINN. Q. REV., Summer 1993, at 12.
12. Most of these matters are discussed in COMMISSION ON GLOBAL GOVERNANCE, OUR GLOBAL
NEIGHBOURHOOD (1995).
13. Benjamin R. Barber, Global Democracy or Global Lav: Which Comes First?, I IND. J. GLOBAL
LEGAL STUD. 119, 129 (1993). As to "McWorld," see Shawn Tully, Teens: The Most Global Market ofAll,
FORTUNE, May 16, 1994, at 90.
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and security, problems of global underdevelopment and poverty, threats to the
global environment, 4 and mass migration.
Globalization should be distinguished from "internationalization."
Sometimes, the term globalization is used synonymously with
internationalization. 5 This is because globalization means "different things in
different contexts;"'6 it is a portmanteau word."7 To equate globalization with
internationalization, however, is to miss the distinct meaning of globalization."
The essential distinction is that globalization denotes a process of
denationalization, whereas internationalization refers to the cooperative
activities of national actors.'9 In some instances, the concerns of globalization
may be motivated by the common good of humanity, whereas
internationalization fulfills the national interest."0 The key feature which
underlies the concept of globalization and distinguishes it from
internationalization is the erosion and irrelevance of national boundaries in
markets which can truly be described as global. For example, globalization
aptly describes the growing irrelevance of borders in international financial
transactions. Because capital flows are being denationalized, national
sovereignty is becoming increasingly irrelevant in this area.2'
By contrast, many domestic matters have become "internationalized," the
subject of bilateral or multilateral cooperation. This type of collaboration falls
under the term internationalization. Memoranda of Understanding between
regulatory agencies in distinct jurisdictions on aspects of securities regulation
provide examples of internationalization. This can also be observed in the
work of the International Organisation of Security Commissions (IOSCO).22
IOSCO and organizations such as the Bank for International Settlements and
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) are not
part of the process of globalization because they bring together national actors
on a cooperative level.
14. See Jeffrey Dunoff, From Green to Global: Toward the Transformation of International
Environmental Law, 19 HARv. ENVTL. L. REv. 241 (1995).
15. MARK R. GILLEN, SECURITIES REGULATION IN CANADA 445 (1992).
16. Alfred C. Aman, Jr., Introduction, 1 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 1 (1993).
17. See, e.g., Debra Fleenor, The Coming and Going of the Global Corporation, COLUM. J. WORLD
BUS., Winter 1993, at 6; Alan Farnham, Global-or Just Globaloney?, FORTUNE, June 27, 1994, at 97.
18. Delbrfick, supra note 8, at 10, 11. See also Lloyd, supra note 9, at 14.
19. See Delbrtlck, supra note 8, at 11.
20. Id; see generally COMMISSION ON GLOBAL GOVERNANCE, supra note 12.
21. W~iSTON, supra note 1, at 61.
22. J. Scott Davidson, The International Organisation of Securities Commissions, in SECURITIES
REGULATION IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND, supra note 5, at 715.
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Conceptual blurring occurs in some instances. Consider the activities of
a multinational corporation (MNC).' On the one hand, an MNC operating in
many nations and integrating its activities globally is an example of
globalization. On the other hand, an MNC pursuing a strategy of maximising
the interests of each corporate entity within the MNC and within the national
boundaries in which it operates could be viewed as an example of
internationalization. This illustrates the fundamental difference between the
two concepts-the relevance or irrelevance of national boundaries to the
activity under examination. Part HI of this article argues that technological
and macroeconomic developments have been the main reason for the growing
irrelevance of national boundaries in the financial markets and that the
globalization process has extended to domestic economies.
IH. KEY DRIVERS IN THE GLOBALIZATION OF THE FINANCIAL MARKETS
From the extant literature, the main areas of change in the international
financial markets have been the international financial system,' advances in
and the fusion of information technology and telecommunications,25 the rise
of global business strategies and the MNC, 6 new political and economic
structures, new political imperatives, such as economic liberalization,
privatization and deregulation,28 and the rise of the institutional investor.29
Together, these changes have produced an overwhelming trend towards
international financial integration. As Gerald Corrigan stated, "[W]hether we
like it or not, the globalization of financial markets and institutions is a reality.
23. Multinational enterprises are firms that control and manage activities in at least two countries.
24. See generally ROBERT FRASER & CHRISTOPHER LONG, THE WORLD FINANCIAL SYSTEM (2d ed.
1992).
25. See GLOBALIZATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND COMPETITION: THE FUSION OF COMPUTERS AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN THE 1990S (Stephen P. Bradley et al. eds., 1993) [hereinafter GLOBALIZATON,
TECHNOLOGY, AND COMPETITION].
26. See, e.g., MICHAEL E. PORTER, COMPETITION IN GLOBAL INDUSTRIES (1986); MICHAEL E.
PORTER, THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OF NATIONS (1990).
27. Examples are: the collapse of the Iron Curtain and the reunification of Germany; the breakup
of the U.S.S.R.; the shift toward a market economy in the Soviet Union and its former satellite states; the
passage of the Maastricht Treaty; industrialization in the Pacific Rim Basin; and the rise of China.
28. Examples are: the abolition of restrictions on international capital flows; the privatization of state
enterprises; and the deregulation of financial markets.
29. See, e.g., Jennifer Hill & Ian M. Ramsay, Institutional Investment in Australia: Theory and
Evidence, in SECURITIES REGULATION IN AUSTRALIA AND NEw ZEALAND, supra note 5, at 289; Gordon R.
Walker & Mark A. Fox, Securities Regulation and New Zealand Sharemarket Patterns, 1989-1993, 5 J.
BANKING FIN. L. & PRAC. 244 (1994); Mark A. Fox & Gordon R. Walker, Evidence on the Corporate
Governance of New Zealand Listed Companies, 8 OTAGO L. REv. 317 (1995).
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. . . And . . . cannot be reversed in any material way by regulation or
legislation."3 Thus, one end result of these changes is a particular form of
globalization, namely, international financial integration.
Technology and macroeconomics underlie the events described above and
have been the main drivers of change in the international financial markets
since the early-1970s. The technological drivers comprise cumulative
developments in information technology (IT), telecommunications, the
convergence or fusion of IT and telecommunications, end-user demand for the
integration of IT and telecommunications, and the impact of these factors on
organizational structures and strategies." The macroeconomic drivers include
the collapse of the Bretton Woods system (in particular, the shift to flexible
exchange rates), international capital imbalances in the 1980s and beyond, and
deregulation. 2
The most important factor in the globalization of financial markets is
technological change." New global communications technology has
30. United States Access to Japanese Financial Markets: Hearing Before the Committee on the
Budget of the United States Senate, 100th Cong., Ist Sess. 4 (1987) (statement of Gerald Corrigan, President,
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York).
31. See GLOBALIZATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND COMPETITION, supra note 25.
32. DAVID M. MEERSCHWAM, BREAKING FINANCIAL BOUNDARIES: GLOBAL CAPITAL, NATIONAL
DEREGULATION, AND FINANCIAL SERVICES FIRMS (1991).
33. See generally Bryan, supra note 4, Special Survey: The Computer Industry, ECONOMIST, Sept.
17, 1994, at 1; Special Survey: Telecommunications, ECONOMIsT, Sept. 30, 1995, at I. Bijit Bora writes:
Globalization is an important phenomenon and one specific event cannot be isolated as its prime
motivating factor.... The most readily identifiable factor would be technology. Innovation in
areas such as computing, telecommunications, financial services and transport have lowered the
transactions [sic] costs associated with conducting commerce across international boundaries.
Technological change is ... [fundamental]. As an underlying factor of production, changes
in technology have had a major impact on the structure of the global economy. Its full impact,
however, was facilitated by policy changes-in particular, the noticeable shift to the political right
and the embracement of the market by key economies such as the United States and the United
Kingdom....
Market policies designed to allow private firms the freedom to make decisions about the
allocation of resources combined with a reduction in transaction costs.resulted in globalisation.
Bijit Bora, The Implications of Globalisation for Australian Foreign Investment Policy, in EPAC, supra note
3, at 91.
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facilitated the globalization of capital flows. 4  The process of capital
globalization has two distinct dimensions--stretching (or scope) and deepening
(or intensity). Thus, economic activities are stretched across the world as
geographical constraints recede and deepen in the sense of increased
interconnectedness." An important qualification here is that this form of
globalization is confined to the developed nations. "It is the globalization of
markets within the framework of GATT, OECD, and to some extent the
[European Community]. The rest of the world is either only loosely linked to
the world of globalizing economies or left out altogether."36  Thus,
globalization of financial markets extends only to the domestic economies of
developed nations.
An economic interpretation of globalization requires a focus on market-
driven processes for determining the allocation and pricing of economic
resources. As Bijit Bora stated, "Market policies designed to allow firms the
freedom to make decisions about the allocation of resources ... resulted in
globalization."" This interpretation implies a decrease in the relevance of
national borders as economies become globally integrated.38 There are various
reasons for this phenomenon. The liberalization/deregulation movement in
OECD countries has removed many of the capital and foreign exchange
controls and barriers which existed as an impediment to a globally integrated
economy.39 Coupled with the removal of many protectionist trade restrictions,
the free flow of capital across national borders has been enhanced.4" This
34. Delbrock, supra note 8, at 10-11. On the expansion of global finance (and the difficulties
associated with measuring same), see Special Survey: Fear of Finance, ECONOMIST, Sept. 19, 1992, at 1.
See generally, DIMrrRIs N. CHORAFAS, THE GLOBALIZATION OF MONEY AND SECURITIES: THE NEW
PRODUCTS, MARKETS, AND PLAYERS (1992); THE GLOBAL EQUITY MARKETS (Jess Lederman & Keith Park
eds., 1991) (discussing globalization of capital); GLOBAL INVESTING: A HANDBOOK FOR SOPHISTICATED
INVESTORS (Sumner N. Levine ed., 1992); Tim Herrington & Richard Parlour, The Regulation of Global
Trading and Investment, 7 J. INT'L BANKING LAW 9 (1992); William Glasgall & Dave Lindorff, The Global
Investor, Bus. WK., Sept. 19, 1994, at 96; Michael Hirsch, Capital Wars, BULLETIN, Oct. 25, 1994, at 66;
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE MARKETS (Daniel R. Siegel ed., 1990) (representing a leading
account of communications technology on the securities market).
35. Carol A. Jones, Capitalism, Globalization and Rule of Law: An Alternative Trajectory of Legal
Change in China, 3 Soc. & LEGAL STUD. 195, 201 (1994).
36. Delbriick, supra note 8, at 17. See also Peter J. Katzenstein, A World of Regions: America,
Europe, and East Asia, I IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 65 (1993).
37. See Bora, supra note 33, at 91.
38. WRISTON, supra note 1, at 77.
39. Dilip K. Ghosh & Edgar Ortiz, The Changing Environment of International Financial Markets:
Introduction, in THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT OF INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL MARKETS: ISSUES AND
ANALYSIS 4-5 (Dilip K. Ghosh & Edgar Oritz eds., 1994).
40. O'BRIEN, supra note 2, at 17.
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process has been accompanied by deregulation of domestic financial markets
in OECD countries, further facilitating a rapid increase in cross-border
transactions."
The events described above opened markets and economies and facilitated
the process of globalization and integration. The same process has decreased
the importance of national boundaries in the raising of capital. Financing for
new projects is no longer restricted (by regulatory barriers and their associated
compliance costs) to domestic institutions. U.S. companies can raise capital
in Europe through a Eurobond issue, while New Zealand companies raise debt
capital in the United States.4' The economic interpretation of globalization
identifies liberalization/deregulation as the catalyst for the free-flow of capital
across national borders. The salient factor is the increasing irrelevance of
geographical boundaries in the financial markets.43 We address some
regulatory implications flowing from this process in Part IV.
IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR REGULATORS IN THE INFORMATION AGE
Globalization has implications for both financial markets and those who
regulate these markets. As noted, financial markets are now largely integrated
and linked through technology on a global basis." Such integration means that
regulators no longer have sovereignty over the movements of capital across
their national boundaries. "Just where is the market when it exists in the
computer system? Who regulates a market when its geographical coordinates
can no longer be pinned down easily?" Indeed, international capital markets,
such as the Eurodollar market, were created in response to the failed attempts
of regulators to assert control over cross-border capital flows, casting doubt as
to the outcome of any further attempts to regulate on a strictly national basis.
Put another way, money is fungible and will gravitate to those jurisdictions
41. Id. at 18.
42. Roger Hogan, Australia: Carter Frenzy Ignites Rush to Yankee Bonds, AUSTL. FIN. REv., Apr.
13, 1995, at 8.
43. Bora, supra note 33, at 91.
44. WRISTON, supra note 1, at 61. An example is the futures markets. See generally BARBARA B.
DIAMOND & MARK P. KOLLAR, 24 HOUR TRADING: THE GLOBAL NETWoRK OF FUTURES AND OPTIONS
MARKETS (1989).
45. O'BRIEN, supra note 2, at 24.
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offering the most attractive return.' Rules based solely on geographical bases
do not recognise this fact. The problem is exacerbated in the case of MNCs.
The nationality of such corporations may be difficult to ascertain, raising
questions as to regulatory sovereignty. Mergers and alliances between
corporations from different geographical centers will only accentuate this
trend.47
A further implication for regulators is that harmonizing relationships and
rules with regulators in other jurisdictions is of utmost importance. 4 Although
governments and regulators will continue to pursue the perceived national
interest, this cannot be done in a vacuum. 9 The process of harmonization will
enhance the erosion of national sovereignty brought about by globalization.
National sovereignty is further eroded by the restrictions on policy which the
global financial markets have imposed.' Government policy is now
influenced and dictated by the free and massive flow of capital worldwide.
Those countries with an open market approach to regulation (such as New
Zealand) and harmonized rules are more likely to prosper in the global
economy as capital, both human and financial, increasingly ignores national
boundaries.
46. See S. Jayasankaran & Gary Silverman, At Your Service, FAR E. EcON. REV., Aug. 31, 1995, at
56 (illustrating the active promotion of Kuala Lumpur as an international financial centre in mid-1995 by
the Malaysian government). Kuala Lumpur hopes to make itself an international financial center partly by
luring fund managers, brokers and banks from Hang Kong and Singapore. Among the attractions offered
is scripless trading by the end of 1996. Id.
47. See Lloyd, supra note 9, at 21.
48. On the difficulties associated with collective initiatives see MANCUR OLSON, THE LOGIC OF
COLLEcTIVE ACnTON (1971).
49. WRisTON, supra note 1, at 71. This notion underpins the analysis of the SEC's response to global
market pressures advanced by Bevis Longstreth who concludes that the SEC will seek to regulate more
efficiently by regulating less and by experimenting with international reciprocity. Longstreth, supra note
4, at 337.
50. A recent expression of this thesis is contained in Peterson, supra note 4, whose essay is based
on the premise that some governments have already been forced to surrender important economic policy-
making prerogatives to the markets.
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V. IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS:
GLOBALIZATION AS A BUSINESS MANDATE
The focus of Part V is globalization as a business concept." Following
the economic processes previously outlined and the globalization of financial
markets, globalization is being increasingly adopted as a business mandate.
This form of globalization has relevance for banks," securities firms, and stock
exchanges,53 which compete in many countries.' Examples include: moves
to allow interstate banking in the United States;" the decision of the Society
for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications to install
sophisticated integrated systems to compete in the international market for
securities message traffic;' and the creation of the Stock Exchange Automated
Quotations (SEAQ) International market in London."
The globalization mandate animates business texts" and official
discourse. 9  Stephen Bradley, Jerry Hausman, and Richard Nolan describe
globalization as a business concept in this way:
51. For example, "[T]he essential feature of globalization is that firms pursue global strategies in
which their international activities are linked and coordinated on a worldwide basis." BUREAU OF INDUSTRY
ECONOMICS, GLOBALIZATION: IMPLICATIONS FOR AUSTRALIAN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY 2
(1989).
52. There is a good discussion of how the worldwide structure of global information systems
developed by major international banks to process and deliver global electronic wholesale banking services
affects the operational performance of those systems in AJAY MOOKERJEE & JAMES CASH, GLOBAL
ELECTRONIC WHOLESALE BANKING (1990).
53. See Charles Cox & Douglas Michael, The Market for Markets: Development of International
Securities and Commodities Trading, 36 CATH. U. L. REV. 833 (1987).
54. See, e.g., THE CHALLENGE OF INFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SECURITIES MARKETS
(Henry C. Lucas & Robert A. Schwartz eds., 1989); MICHAEL T. REDDY, SECURITIES OPERATIONS: A GUIDE
TO OPERATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN THE SECURrrIES INDUSTRY (1990); TECHNOLOGY AND THE
REGULATION OF FINANCIAL MARKETS (Anthony Saunders & Lawrence J. White eds., 1986); Robert
Robertson, Personal Investing in Cyberspace and the Federal Securities Laws, 23 SEC. REG. L.J. 347
(1996).
55. Patrick Harverson, Up to Speed on the Interstate, BANKING TECH., Oct. 10, 1994, at 54. On the
argument that traditional banking is rendered obsolete as a result of the new technology, see Edward E.
Furash, Banks Are Obsolete--And Who Cares?, J. COM. LENDING, Mar. 1995, at 7; Charles S. Sanford, Jr.,
Global Financial Markets in 2020, BANK MGMT., MarJApr. 1994, at 30.
56. Paul Penrose, Swift Eyes New Markets, BANKING TECH., Oct. 10, 1994, at 18.
57. George A. Hayter, Telecommunications and the Restructuring of the Securities Markets, in
GLOBALIZATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND COMPETITION, supra note 25, at 143, 156.
58. O'BRIEN, supra note 2; KENICHI OHMAE, THE BORDERLESS WORLD (1990); OHMAE, supra note
4; THE EVOLVING GLOBAL ECONOMY: MAKING SENSE OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER (Kenichi Ohmae ed.,
1995).
59. See ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, TECHNOLOGY IN A
CHANGING WORLD 113 (1991) [hereinafter OECD].
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Globalization is an important emerging business mandate relevant
to virtually all businesses. It is an Information Economy, as opposed
to an Industrial Economy, business concept. Modem communications
enable businesses to operate in multiple countries with diverse shapes
and forms of organization and control. They make it possible to send
information to any part of an organization instantaneously, enabling
every part to know what every other part-and the organization as a
whole-is doing all the time. Moreover, global businesses can link
directly to their customers, suppliers, and partners around the world
Globalization of business has continued to the point that a new,
more sophisticated set of management principles is emerging.
Christopher Bartlett and Sumantra Ghoshal's research on the trend.
. is described in Managing Across Borders [footnote omitted]. They
advocate that transnational corporations attempt to maximize global
economies of scale and scope while being locally responsive to
customers in the countries in which they operate. As companies
become more global, and especially when a transnational strategy is
attempted, there develops a great demand for improved
communications both in capacity and sophistication. There is no end
in sight for this trend.'
This quote focuses on multinational corporations. As Bijit Bora observes, in
the context of a discussion of foreign direct investment (FDI), multinationals
are the "vehicle" for globalization; "A key element of the structural
transformation into the global company town was the role played by the
multinational corporation and foreign direct investment .... Technological
advances have played a part in triggering the global revolution, but the
multinational corporation has evolved to become an important vehicle for
allocating resources. '
The rise of multinationals has impacted heavily on the strategies and
decision-making processes of the managers of such corporations. The interests
of the multinational group as a whole need to be reconciled with the individual
interests of each affiliate corporation. In other words, there is a need to
60. Stephen P. Bradley et al., Global Competition and Technology, in GLOBALIZATION,
TECHNOLOGY, AND COMPETITION, supra note 25, at 3, 4-5.
61. Bora, supra note 33, at 92.
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integrate or harmonise the decision-making process across affiliates. As part
of this process, a distinction can be made between simple and complex
integration strategies.62 A complex strategy, "requires a willingness to locate
various functional activities ... wherever they can be done best to fulfil [sic]
the firm's overall strategy." Again, the relevance of national boundaries is
diminished because the whole world is seen as both a potential market and as
a potential site for activities. Richard O'Brien illustrates the strategy in the
context of a financial services firm: "[T]he choice of geographical location
can be greatly widened.., for example, 'back office' functions may be in one
location, sales forces may be spread widely across the marketplace, and the
legal domicile of the firm may be elsewhere."
These business strategies are both a cause and result of globalization
because they would not have been possible without the economic process of
globalization outlined above and a distinct interpretation of globalization in the
business context. Indeed, Peter Lloyd defines globalization as: "the set of
activities associated with the multinational-direct foreign investing firm which
integrates its activities across national borders in the sense of making decisions
to maximise the profits or interests of the group."'65 An example of this
interpretation of globalization is given by Walter Wriston in describing the
origins of the component parts of an IBM computer:
The popular IBM PS/2 Model 30-286, for example, contains a
microprocessor from Malaysia, oscillators from either France or
Singapore ...diskette controller, ROM, and video graphics array
from Japan; VLSI circuits and video digital-to-analog converter from
Korea... and all this is put together in Florida.'
This trend can also be observed in the increase of transnational corporate
strategic alliances and mergers, resulting in difficult questions as to the
nationality and origins of a corporation and its products. 67 Once again, the
62. Lloyd, supra note 9, at 14-16.
63. Id. at 15 (citation omitted). A recent New Zealand example is the move into China by two of
New Zealand's listed companies, Lion Nathan and Milbum New Zealand. See A. Windelev, The Attraction
of China, N.Z. INVESTMENT J., July/Aug. 1995, at 8.
64. O'BRIEN, supra note 2, at 1.
65. Lloyd, supra note 9, at 16.
66. WRISTON, supra note 1, at 81.
67. Kelly Tonkin, International Capital Markets Make Old Distinctions Meaningless, NAT'L Bus.
REv., July 21, 1995, at 64.
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emerging theme is the decreasing importance of national boundaries. In
summary, globalization, as distinct from internationalization, involves a variety
of considerations in an economic and business sense. The dominant
interpretation, however, which underlies its various manifestations, is the
erosion of national sovereignty and national boundaries as reference points for
the analysis and practice of the financial markets.
Some qualifications on the magnitude of the trend to globalization are
required. First, national structures are still of great importance." Domestic
politicians and regulators may have a vested interest in retaining the status quo.
Also, nationalism has re-emerged as a strong countervailing force to
globalization69 although some argue that local nationalism is the consequence
of the global spread of institutions of national self-determination,
democratization, and administrative rationalization." In the result, however,
Wriston's argument that the continued existence of purely national structures
is in doubt in the very near future must be viewed as hyperbole." Second, the
process of globalization does not extend to all countries in the world. Many
underdeveloped countries and countries with protectionist regimes do not share
in the technological and economic reforms outlined above and, therefore, do
not form part of the globalization process.' Hence, there are good reasons
which preclude the use of the term globalization as an exclusive and
comprehensive description of the present international system. Nonetheless,
as the preceding analysis has illustrated, globalization will be of considerable
importance in the future; regulators and policymakers need to be aware of its
various implications.
68. See O'BRIEN, supra note 2, at 14.
69. See Delbrfick, supra note 8, at I I; see also Johann Arnason, Nationalism, Globalization and
Modernity, in GLOBAL CULTURE (Mike Featherstone ed., 1990); Amy Chua, The Privatization-
Nationalization Cycle: The Link Between Markets and Ethnicity in Developing Countries, 95 COLUM. L.
REv. 223 (1995).
70. WATERS, supra note 3, at 5 !.
71. See WRISTON, supra note 1. A more plausible notion is the evolution of "region-states" as
described by Kenichi Ohmae, Putting Global Logic First, 73 HARv. BUS. REv. 119, 120(1995).
72. See Delbruck, supra note 8, at 17 (stating, "[g]lobalization is limited to the 'sunny side of the
globe,").
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VI. GLOBALIZATION IN PRACTICE
A. Introduction
Part VI of the article considers specific instances where globalization has
influenced a particular area in New Zealand. Instances where globalization
have impacted include the "crash" of 1987; the improvement of New
Zealand's international investment position through a noticeable increase in
foreign investment; capital shortage and capital flight; political debate in New
Zealand; New Zealand's tax treatment of foreign investors and exemptions for
foreign issuers. The conclusion to Part VI attempts to synthesize some lessons
from these examples.
The existence of international capital markets is not a recent phenomenon.
Larry Neal, for example, has demonstrated the existence of a sophisticated and
smoothly functioning system of financial markets in the mercantile states of
northwestern Europe in the 1700s, and, in particular, in the international
capital markets of Amsterdam and London.' In The Internationalisation of
Stock Markets, David Ayling traces the history of internationalization in stock
markets through to the deregulation explosion of the 1980s, and concludes that
"the engines of change in the financial markets are: firstly, the expanding
Euromarkets; secondly, advances in market technology; and, thirdly, the host
of innovations in the markets."'74 It is well recognized that the torque of these
engines is international and directly affects securities markets in Australia and
New Zealand.75
Globalization impels global trading facilitated by computer technology and
deregulation. Australia and New Zealand have learned this the hard way. As
Malcolm Smith has reflected:
73. See LARRY NEAL, THE RISE OF FINANCIAL CAPITALISM: INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS IN
THE AGE OF REASON (1990); see also FERNAND BRAUDEL, THE WHEELS OF COMMERCE 525 (1982). Further,
in the century prior to World War 1, European and British banks were active players in a world capital
market. As Reinicke notes, "It was mostly government controls on convertibility and international capital
flows that reduced the role of international banking between 1914-1960" (citing Herbert Feis, Europe, the
World's Banker, 1870-1914 (1965)). WOLFGANG H. REINICKE, U.S. COMMERCIAL BANKS AND THE
INTERNATIONALIZATION OF FINANCE: THE POLITICS OF REGULATORY REFORM AND GLOBAL COOPERATION
73 n.109 (1991).
74. DAVID AYLING, THE INTERNATIONALISATION OF STOCKMARKETS 56-57 (1986).
75. See, e.g., Peter Levy, Internationalisation of the Securities Market: Jurisdictional and
Enforcement Issues, 6 COMPANY & SEC. L.J. 75 (1988).
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The trend towards "globalisation" of the securities markets was
dramatically highlighted on "Black Monday," 19 October 1987, when
a major correction in the American market swept around the world
with tidal wave proportions.
When the tidal wave moved out from Wall Street in the United
States and into the region, it highlighted differences in the economic
environments of the region's capital markets. The tidal wave ran into
different kinds of barriers which channelled its full impact unevenly
into those markets which were most open.
The Seoul Exchange was virtually quarantined, since there was
little foreign activity allowed and the country was awash with
domestic funds. As a further corrective measure, the Korean
governmental regulations controlling market activities required the
Exchange to suspend trading in a security when its price moved more
than five per cent in one day.
The Tokyo Exchange was also awash with domestic funds and,
with government encouragement, the leading broking houses initially
stemmed the tide. They were assisted by government regulations
The new Hong Kong Exchange simply closed for four days,
thereby postponing the full impact until the following Monday, when
market capitalisation fell a record 33 per cent....
With Hong Kong, [Seoul] and Tokyo sheltering behind effective
barriers, the selling tidal wave flowed down into Australia, Singapore
and New Zealand, producing record declines in the various indices
76
One implication of the link between globalization and regulation is that
lawmakers, and regulators need to consider the possible existence of
extraterritorial regulatory asymmetries, and, where feasible, devise domestic
controls which avoid such asymmetry or enable counteractive steps to be taken
if necessary. Technological imperatives increasingly push regulation towards
convergence not only at the level of electronic information and trading
76. Malcom Smith, Internationalisation of Western Pacific Exchanges, in I WESTERN PACIFIC
STOCK EXCHANGE GUIDE IN 10-000 to 10-100 (CCH International ed., 1990).
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systems, but also on the plane of global regulatory coherence and
compatibility."
B. New Zealand's International Investment Position
As Table 1 indicates, there has been a significant increase in foreign
investment in New Zealand in recent years (from $60.5 billion in 1990 to
$89.4 billion in 1994-an increase of around forty-eight percent). The
governmental body, Statistics New Zealand, reports that foreign equity
investment in New Zealand companies was $9.8 billion in the year to March
1989 but increased to $28.0 billion for the year to March 1994. This is an
increase of some 186 percent (see Table 2).
The data for FDI in New Zealand companies is particularly interesting."
FDI increased from $8.4 billion in 1989 to $26.5 billion in 1994, an increase
of some 215 percent (see Table 2). By contrast, portfolio investment-which
is non-direct investment in, for example, stocks and bonds-declined from $1.4
billion in 1989 to $0.9 billion in 1992, a decline of some thirty-eight percent.
Portfolio investment increased significantly between 1992 and 1993, but
dropped again for the year ending March 1994. Nevertheless, there has been
an overall increase in the years 1989 to 1994 (see Table 2). Changes in equity
investment have increasingly resulted in foreign investors gaining some form
of control in New Zealand companies. 9 This is because New Zealand has
adopted the reforms most closely associated with globalization- deregulation,
a liberal FDI regime and the removal of capital controls.
77. This section draws on Gordon R. Walker & Brent Fisse, Introduction to SECuRIES REGULATION
IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND, supra note 5, at xxxvii, xl-xli.
78. Direct investment is any investment made to acquire 25% or more of the voting shares in a
company, the purpose of the investment being to gain a voice in the management of the company. See also
Kym McConnell & Gordon R. Walker, Foreign Direct Investment in New Zealand, in SECURITIES
REGULATION IN AUSTRALA AND NEW ZEALAND, supra note 5, at 191.
79. There is a full review of the data in Fox & Walker, supra note 29.
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TABLE 1
New Zealand's International Investment Position
($NZ Millions)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Direct
Investment 7,585 13,108 14,323 14,246 14,680
Equity
Net Lending -1,936 -2,959 -2,817 -6,221 -5,205
Portfolio and
Other
Investment 248 461 918 1,138 1,848
Equity 3,247 3,680 4,069 3,592 5,873








Investment 12,293 13,294 17,750 21,035 26,494




Investment 1,561 1,766 850 2,483 1,532
Equity 45,202 48,242 50,964 51,166 54,185
Borrowing I
Foreign 60,484 68,357 74,558 81,460 89,350
Investment in
New Zealand




Source: Statistics New Zealand, Hot off the Press (1995).
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TABLE 2
Foreign Equity Investment in New Zealand Companies
($NZ Millions)
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Direct 8,412 12,293 13,294 17,750 21,035 26,494
Investment
Portfolio 1,378 1,561 1,766 850 2,483 1,532
Investment
Total 9,790 13,854 15,060 18,600 23,518 28,026
Source: Statistics New Zealand, Hot off the Press (1995).
In Table 1, we observe that New Zealand investment abroad has also
increased markedly, from $14.8 billion in 1990 to $24.1 billion in 1994, an
increase of sixty-three percent. Overall, New Zealand is a net capital importer;
in 1990 New Zealand's net international investment position was -$45.7
billion, compared to -$65.2 billion in 1994 (a change of approximately forty-
three percent).
Reasons for the observed increase in foreign investment in New Zealand
listed companies can largely be attributed to aspects of globalization. The
main reason is the process of economic deregulation which has taken place in
New Zealand, a process which started in 1984 under Sir Roger Douglas, then
the Minister of Finance. Economic deregulation has resulted in New Zealand
moving from one of the "most regulated societies in the free world, to the
world's freest market economy.""0  Deregulation, and in particular the
Employment Contracts Act of 1991, has made New Zealand companies more
competitive and drawn the attention of foreign investors." New Zealand's
manufacturing sector is now seen to be "on average, fifteen percent more
competitive than those of its major trading partners and thirty per cent more
cost advantageous over its leading trade partner, Australia." 2
80. Sam Passow, New Zealand: An Economic Turnaround Lays the Foundation for Investment,
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR, July 1992, at 5. See generally Far Eastern Economic Review, in ASIA 1995
YEARBOOK 180, 183 (1995) (describing New Zealand's economy for year 1995) [hereinafter ASIA 1995
YEARBOOK].
81. See Southward, Look the PIE Ratios Are Low, ECONOMIST, Dec. 18, 1993, at 76.
82. Passow, supra note 80, at 5.
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New Zealand's current FDI regime has been described as very liberal with
a lack of restrictions on capital inflows." From a policy viewpoint, high levels
of overseas debt have led various governments to encourage FDI. As Pat
Colgate and Kathryn Featherstone wi ite:
• . . the combination of low economic growth and relatively small
domestic capital markets makes FDI an attractive option to help fund
investment growth. Second, FDI provides an alternative to the use of
debt to finance New Zealand's persistent current account deficits, and
could therefore be seen as part of a strategy to reduce overseas debt
ratios to more acceptable levels."
Another factor leading to increased foreign portfolio investment in New
Zealand is the increasingly global nature of investment by fund managers,
especially by fund managers in the U.S. This diversification of global
investment has occurred for several reasons including the increasing
attractiveness of countries in Asia for investment and the growth of pension
funds in the United States."5
The increasing international exposure of some large New Zealand
companies has led to an improved international awareness of New Zealand as
an investment destination. Some of New Zealand's largest companies are
listed on overseas exchanges: Brierley Investments Limited shares are traded
on the Australian and London stock exchanges; Fletcher Challenge common
shares are traded on the Australian, London, Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver
and Frankfurt stock exchanges. In particular, the local and international listing
of Telecom Corporation of New Zealand Limited (Telecom)-Telecom is also
listed on the Australian and New York stock exchanges--and the high profile
83. PAT COLGATE & KATHRYN FEATHERSTONE, CHANGING PATrERNS OF FOREIGN DIRECT
INVESTMENT IN THE PACIFIC REGION: NEW ZEALAND COUNTRY PAPER (New Zealand Institute of Economic
Research, Working Paper a2/5, 1992). There is a full description of the existing regime in Kym McConnell
& Gordon R. Walker, Foreign Direct Investment in New Zeaana, supra note 78, at 191. That regime,
embodied in The Overseas Investment Act 1973, has been further liberalized by the Overseas Investment
Amendment Act 1995, the Overseas Investment Regulations 1995, Sections 2,3, 5, 7(1) and (3), 8-1I, 14-17.
The First and Second Schedules of the Overseas Investment Amendment Act 1995, came into force on
January 15, 1996. See The Overseas Investment Amendment Act Commencement Order 1995 (SR
1995/293). All of the Overseas Investment Regulations 1995 came into force on January 15, 1996 with the
exception of Regulations 13, 16, and 17 (SR 1995/292).
84. Colgate & Featherstone, supra note 83, at 91.
85. It is estimated that today funds invested in pension funds equal funds invested in savings,
whereas ten years ago savings were approximately ten times higher than pension fund investments.
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acquisition of a major stake in this company by two large U.S.
telecommunications companies, Ameritech and Bell Atlantic, increased
awareness among international investors of New Zealand as an investment
destination. The increase in foreign investment in New Zealand is also due to
the increasingly global nature of fund management."
C. Capital Shortage
On the demand side of the equation, New Zealand needs foreign capital.
Two related areas where globalization has been influential-capital shortage
and capital flight-must be considered. Each of these phenomena has
consequences for New Zealand.
Since 1993, the popular press and business journals have speculated about
a scarcity, in both industrial and developing countries, of sufficient capital for
investment purposes."' Factors driving world-wide demand for capital include:
emerging capital markets in developing countries," large numbers (estimates
range from two to three billion) of persons enfranchised from former Marxist
economies," capital requirements of former communist countries, 9°
infrastructure requirements in Asia and Latin America, 9 deficit financing by
governments,' and privatization. 93 Some writers dispute the proposition that
86. On the increase of foreign investment in New Zealand, see Fox & Walker, supra note 29, at 323.
For a recent review of global investment, see Glasgall & Lindorff, supra note 34, at 96.
87. An early example is Henry Kaufman, A World in Which 'Frugal Capital' Reigns, DIRECTORS
& BOARDS, Winter 1993, at 10. See also Capital Punishment, ECONOMIST, Oct. 1, 1994, at 24; Yoshihide
lshiyama, The Dilemma of Shrinking Japanese Capital, TOKYO Bus. TODAY, Dec. 1992, at 46.
88. See Svmposium on Emerging Markets, 29 COLUM. J. WORLD Bus., Summer 1994, at 8.
89. Michael Hirsh, Capital Wars, NEWSWEEK, Oct. 25, 1994, at 66; Steven N.S. Cheung, Economic
Interactions: China vis-a-vis Hong Kong, CONTEMP. ECON. POL'Y, Jan. 1995, at 1, 3.
90. See, eg., J. Robert Brown, Jr., Order from Disorder: The Development of the Russian Securities
Markets, 15 U. PA. J. INT'L Bus. L. 509 (1994).
91. Anthony Spaeth, Building: Asia's Insatiable Needfor Capital, TIME, Mar. 13, 1995; Rahal Jacob,
Asian Infrastructure: The Biggest Bet on Earth, FORTUNE, Oct. 13, 1994, at 139; WILLIAM H. OVERHOLT,
THE RISE OF CHINA (1993); Hirsh, supra note 89.
92. Hirsh, supra note 89, at 68.
93. See, e.g., PRIVATIZATION AND DEREGULATION IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE (Dennis J. Gayle &
Jonathan N. Goodrich eds., 1990).
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there is a capital shortage.' They argue that creative financing solutions,
domestic sources of funding, and mobile international capital will provide a
solution.
An obvious and immediate problem here, however, is that mobile
international capital is taking a hard line on government economic policies,
especially deficits: "what the market wants is simple: less debt or higher
interest rates."" Given this fact, we should perhaps be talking about
comparative capital shortage. A graphic example is provided by the sell-down
of the Australian dollar in April 1995, prompted by concerns over high levels
of overseas debt.' The reason behind this phenomenon was highlighted by
Walter Wriston in his prescient discussion of the Information AgeY Wriston's
central thesis is that the marriage of computers and telecommunications
decentralizes power and knowledge. It erodes the traditional concept of
sovereignty powerfully affecting, for example, the power of the state to issue
currency and mandate its value. To this extent, globalization imposes a
potential constraint on government economic policy:
The new international financial system was built not by
politicians, economists, central bankers, or finance ministers but by
technology. Today information about the diplomatic, fiscal, and
monetary policies of all nations is instantly transmitted to electronic
screens in hundreds of trading rooms in dozens of countries.... The
entire globe is now tied together in a single electronic market moving
at the speed of light....
This enormous flow of data has created a new world monetary
standard, an Information Standard, which has replaced the gold
standard and the Bretton Woods agreements. [footnote omitted] The
electronic global market has produced what amounts to a giant vote-
94. See James Aley, What Capital Shortage?, FORTUNE, Nov. 28, 1994, at 27 (arguing that much
of whatever capital is required will come from developing countries themselves); A Capital Shortage? Check
the Mattress, BUS. WK., Sept. 19, 1994, at 138 (analysts focus on demand side but neglect supply side
including mattress money);Foreign Investment in Mexico: Sucked Dry, ECONOMIST, Oct. 15, 1994, at 91;
Dean Foust et al., Financing World Growth, Bus. WK., Oct. 3, 1994, at 100 (around $1.5 trillion now held
in dedicated international-equity portfolios); Stephen Lewis, Groundless Fears of Capital Dearth INV.
CHRON., Aug. 5, 1994, at 21.
95. William Glasgall, Hot Money, BUS. WK., Mar. 20,1995, at 14.
96. See, e.g., Peter Vercoe, Dollar's USIc Fall a Savage Rebuke, AUSTRALIAN, Apr. 25, 1995, at
21 (stating that "[tihe dollar dived more than USIc yesterday as international investors delivered a savage
verdict on Australia's high level of overseas borrowing.").
97. WRISTON, supra note 1.
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counting machine that conducts a running tally on what the world
thinks of a government's diplomatic, fiscal, and monetary policies.
That opinion is immediately reflected in the value the market places
on a country's currency."
Even if capital shortage fears are groundless or exaggerated, capital
mobility in the Information Age operates to prefer recipients whose
governments pursue prudent economic goals, and the immediate indicator of
such preferment is the value placed on a country's currency by the interational
market. Hence, a more useful way of viewing the capital shortage argument
is to see it as a matter of capital competition: "The real competition in the
future will be to get investments .... There's just so much capital ... and it's
going to be spread very thin."
Where is New Zealand positioned in this scenario? New Zealand has long
been a net capital-importing nation, particularly in the nineteenth century 1o
(see Table 1 for recent data). Initially, the main source of foreign capital was
Britain.101  In the 1950s and 1960s, however, foreign investment came
increasingly from Australia and the United States."° In the 1990s, there have
been numerous public and private sector statements regarding New Zealand's
needs for foreign capital. 3 Because the country suffers from endogenous
capital constraints, raising finance is seen to be particularly difficult in New
Zealand. 4 Some of these constraints are illustrated by the following
observations: "New Zealand lacks much of the financial expertise and
advanced specialized-capital markets that have helped industry in other
nations;"'0 5 and
98. Id at 8-9.
99. Hirsh, supra note 89, at 66 (quoting Lee Kuan Yew, interview with NEWSWEEK).
100. S.R.H. Jones, Capital Markets and the Emergence of Large Scale Companies in New Zealand,
1860-1900, No. 94 (March 1992) (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Deparment of Economics,
University of Auckland).
101. See W. J. Gardner, A Colonial Economy, in THE OXFORD HISTORY OF NEW ZEALAND 57
(Geoffrey Rice ed., 1992); C. SIMKIN, THE INSTABILITY OF A DEPENDENT ECONOMY: ECONOMIC
FLUCTUATIONS IN NEW ZEALAND, 1840-1914 (195 1).
102. Gary Hawke, Economic Trends and Economic Policy, 1938-1992, in THE OXFORD HISTORY
OFNEW ZEALAND, supra note 101, at 412.
103. See generally Walker, supra note 5, at 171.
104. Id; see also Mark A. Fox & Gordon R. Walker, Sources of Funding for Small and Medium-
sized Companies in New Zealand, 1994 N.Z. L.J. 421.
105. GRAHAM T. CROCOMBE ET AL., UPGRADING NEW ZEALAND'S COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 114
(1991).
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Large and sophisticated capital markets by definition offer a broad
range of sources of debt and equity funding. The New Zealand
market, however, is limited in size. Consequently, a small company
seeking capital can soon eliminate possible sources which in a larger
market might be willing, due to competitive pressures, to accept [at]
higher levels of risk."°
The problem of raising initial finance is particularly noticeable for large
raisings of capital. Graham Crocombe, Michael Enright, and Michael Porter
have commented, "Limited capital availability in New Zealand constrains
business development and economic growth. Lenders and investors have
limited amounts of capital to invest.'""7 It is beneficial for New Zealand public
companies, and in particular large public companies, to be able to raise equity
through share placements to foreign investors.
In April 1995, the President of the American Chamber of Commerce in
New Zealand stated that the expansion of foreign capital investment was
fundamental to New Zealand's development.' 8 The majority in New Zealand
share this view. This perspective is evidenced by the National Government's
recent liberalization of the overseas investment regime"9 and the introduction
of taxation legislation designed to put foreign investors on the same footing as
resident New Zealand investors. These efforts will ensure that all investors,
whether domestic or foreign, will face the same top tax rate of thirty-three
percent."0 Further liberalizing the overseas investment regime and aligning
the taxation regime in order to treat foreign and domestic investors equally
may significantly enhance New Zealand as an investment destination. These
initiatives, coupled with microeconomic reform and a commitment to reducing
overseas borrowing, can be seen as ways of enhancing New Zealand's
106. COOPERS & LYBRAND, FACTORS AFFECTING THE SUPPLY OF CAPITAL FOR SMALL COMPANY
GROWTH 38 (Aug. 1993).
107. CROCOMBE ET AL., supra note 105, at 114.
108. NZ Relies on Foreign Cash-Banker, PRESS, Apr. 29, 1995, at 34.
109. Overseas Investment Amendment Act 1995, supra note 83. David Cornwall, New Zealand:
Foreign Investment Rules Streamlined, 14 INT'L FIN. L. REv. 57 (1995) (discussing the Overseas Investment
Amendment Act 1995).
110. Casey Plunket, New Regime Proposes Tax Cuts for Foreign Investors, NAT'L. Bus. REv., Mar.
10, 1995, at 26 (commenting on the government position paper, BILL BIRCH & WYATr CREECH,
INTERNATIONAL TAX: A DISCUSSION DOCUMENT (1995)) [hereinafter DISCUSSION DOCUMENT]. The bill
to implement the proposals was entitled The Taxation (International Tax) Bill, 1995, and resulted in the
Income Tax Act 1994 Amendment Act (No. 3), 1995. See also the discussion infra.
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competitive advantage in the country's quest for investment capital in the era
of globalization.'
D. Capital Flight
The flip-side of capital shortage is capital flight, a concept which is both
difficult to define and measure."' As Kamal Fatehi recently commented:
[N]o consensus exists on its definition. More importantly, there is no
universally accepted method of measuring it. The term could refer to all
private capital outflows from developing countries, whether they are short-
term or long-term portfolio or equity investments .... A more practical
definition would take into account only that portion of the capital outflow
that is triggered by an imbalance between the risks associated with
investing in the domestic market versus foreign market risks. Usually, the
term capital flight indicates the exodus of capital, often through
surreptitious means, from developing countries to more advanced,
industrialized countries.'"
There are several causes of capital flight, foremost among which are
"political and financial instability, underdeveloped domestic financial market
and inadequate domestic investment opportunities, capital control, heavy taxes,
the prospect or actual devaluation of domestic money, actual and incipient
hyper-inflation.",
4
Capital flight provides a graphic example of Wriston's concept of a new
world monetary standard--an "Information Standard." Just as prudent
economic management will attract capital, imprudent policies may cause
capital flight. The most well-known recent example is Mexico in December
11I. A successful fund raising in the United States by New Zealand forest products group Carter
Holt Harvey in the sum of SUS300 million, which reportedly raised an "absolute feeding frenzy of investor
interest," may suggest that this strategy is working. See Hogan, supra note 42; see also Southward, Look
the PIE Ratios Are Low, supra note 81; James Davidson, Southern Exposure: This Month, STRATEGIC
INVESTMENT, Apr. 19, 1995, at 1.
112. Heather D. Gibson & Euclid Tsakalotos, Testing a Flow Model of Capital Flight in Five
European Countries, 61 MANICHESTER SCH. ECON. & SOC. STUD. 144, 144-45 (1993).
113. Kamal Fatehi, Capital Flight from Latin America as a Barometer of Political Instability, 30
J. BUS. REs. 187 (1994).
114. Id.
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1994."' At that time, the Mexican government announced a change in the
stabilization rate for the peso. This resulted in a dramatic market reaction
leading to the collapse of the peso-dollar exchange rate and the peso's
devaluation by more than fifty percent. Subsequently, the Mexican stock
market collapsed, dragging down stock markets in many other emerging
markets by ten to thirty percent within a month." 6
As far as New Zealand is concerned, political uncertainty following (or
before), the first Mixed Member Proportional Representation (MMP) general
election in November 1996 is the sort of event which might prompt capital
flight."7 Capital flight could occur if the ruling pro-business National Party
did not obtain a majority and was forced to govern in coalition with a minority
party or where two or more minority parties formed a coalition to govern.
Certainly, the general consensus in New Zealand business circles is that New
Zealand's country risk premium has risen as a result of this electoral
uncertainty." 8  There is some evidence that foreign investors will react
differently to political instability depending on the industry or industries in
which they invest."9 Hence, the extent to which perceived political instability
has negative consequences for New Zealand companies is likely to reflect the
perceived impact on the industries in which these companies operate.
Capital flight is inextricably tied to international competition for capital.
For example, if relative returns in other investment destinations become more
appealing than returns available in New Zealand, capital flight may occur.
Capital flight would have a major detrimental effect on New Zealand
companies and investors alike. Approximately half the equity in New Zealand
listed companies is foreign owned."0 If a significant proportion of this was
liquidated, share prices would drop until local investors entered the market.
Such phenomena lead us to consider the political implications of globalization.
115. Smith, supra note 11, at 11; Francis Lees, The Mexican Financial Crisis, in THE THIRD
ANNUAL GLOBAL FINANCE CONFERENCE 32 (1996).
116. Smith, supranote 11, at II.
117. For a description of the new electoral system, see McRobie, supra note 7; Mai Chen, The
Introduction of Mixed Member Proportional Representation in New Zealand-Implications for Lawyers, 5
PUB. L. REv. 104(1994).
118. Research Dep't., ANZ McCaughan Securities (NZ) Ltd., MMP: The Changing Face of New
Zealand Politics (Nov. 1994); see also Neville Bennett, Foreigners Substantially Increase Ownership of
Top NZ Companies, NAT'L BUs. REV., Apr. 12,1996, at 14.
119. Kamal Fatehi & M. Hossein Safizadeh, The Effect of Sociopolitical Instability on the Flow of
Different Types of Foreign Direct Investment, 31 J. BUS. RES. 65, 65 (1994).
120. Walker & Fox, supra note 29.
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E. The Political Dimension
The political dimension of globalization and its importance is highlighted
by the following remarks of Andrew Meehan, Executive Chairman of Brierley
Investments Limited, a large New Zealand listed multinational company:
There exists a powerful and unstoppable movement in terms of
world dynamics--that of "globalisation." In its simplest form, this
means the removal of boundaries and barriers to the pursuit of
economic well being and social improvement ....
Nations face a very simple choice--to accept the reality of
globalisation-or to attempt to fight against it. Those who accept
globalisation will reap the benefits of technology transfer, skills
transfer, diversity of choice, capital for adding value and ultimately an
increased level of national income.
Those that fight globalisation will forego such benefits and be
increasingly marginalised, leading ultimately to a reduced level of
national income.
New Zealand is currently faced with this choice. Over the past ten
years, we epitomised the nation willing to recognise and accommodate
globalisation. It would indeed be a tragedy to turn away from this
universally acknowledged leadership role.'
Meehan's comments reflect two underlying concerns. First, New Zealand
has only recently begun to reap the gains of economic restructuring in the mid-
1980s enabling a reduction of public sector debt."z The second concern is that
these gains will be threatened in the first MMP general election in or before
November 1996 because of the policy platforms of the Alliance Party and the
New Zealand First Party. The Alliance Party, which is certain to be
significantly represented in the new parliament, proposes high spending on
social welfare, the imposition of new tariffs, and controls on foreign
121. Andrew Meehan, "Globalisation "--New Zealand's Choice, 4 AsIA 2000 FOUND. N.Z. 3
(1995). Andrew Meehan is a member of the Asia 2000 Foundation's Board of Trustees. He is also
Executive Director of Brierley Investments Limited, Chairman of the Japan-New Zealand Business Council,
and past chairman of the Foreign Direct Investment Advisory Group. There are comments to a similar effect
in Tonkin, supra note 67.
122. See, e.g., ASA 1995 YEARBOOK, supra note 80, 180, 183.
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investment. The New Zealand First Party also seeks reductions in foreign
investment. The tariff and foreign investment controls proposed run directly
against the trend toward globalization in the OECD countries.
The use of globalization as a tool in a domestic political debate seems
particularly significant. From one perspective, this demonstrates the tension
between globalization and nationalism, thereby derogating from Wriston's
assertion that the continued existence of purely national structures is in doubt.
From another perspective, Meehan's invocation of globalization shows that the
term has moved from being a convenient shorthand for global financial
integration to a term which encompasses a national economic strategy. The
content of that strategy fits well with observable changes in the international
financial markets since the 1970s, but its implementation carries political
implications."
An analogous comparison can be made to China. In recent times, China
has actively sought foreign capital for domestic growth. 24 It has been argued
that more than eighty percent of investment capital into China since 1979 came
through or from overseas Chinese sources.' 5 The overseas Chinese are well
known for pulling their capital out in reaction to political and other forms of
uncertainty. To this extent, the political dimension of globalization may have
a disciplining effect on future political change in China. In both New Zealand
and China, management of the political implications of globalization is a major
challenge.
As far as domestic policymakers are concerned, globalization demands:
first, a clear set of domestic priorities in the particular area (a microscopic
view); and, second, a global view of the subject matter (a macroscopic view).
To illustrate the microscopic view, suppose New Zealand taxation
policymakers resolve as follows: the country needs foreign capital for growth;
inefficiencies in the domestic tax regime may deter foreign investors and
increase the cost of capital for domestic businesses; thus, the tax regime should
be amended to achieve these ends. A macroscopic view would then suggest:
international investment capital is mobile; there is competition for investment
capital; and the domestic tax treatment of dividends payable to off-shore
123. KELSEY, supra note 5, at 297-322.
124. OVERHOLT, supra note 90, at 33.
125. STERLING SEAGRAVE, LORDS OF THE RIM: THE INVISIBLE EMPIRE OF THE OVERSEAS CHINESE
272 (1995). See also DEP'T FOREIGN AFF. & TRADE, Overseas Chinese Business Networks in Asia (1995),
reviewed in FAR E. ECON. REV., Aug. 31, 1995, at 6 1.
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investors may be a disincentive to investment in the particular country. A
concrete example of this approach is offered in the next section.
F. Tax Treatment of Foreign Investors
This section considers the taxation treatment of foreign investors in New
Zealand as influenced by globalization. New Zealand's international tax
regime has been progressively reformed since the Labour Government's
Economic Statement of December 17, 1987.26 The final chapter in the current
round of reforms occurred in December 1995 when the Taxation (International
Tax) Bill of 1995 was passed as The Income Tax Act 1994 Amendment Act
(No. 3) 1995. The Bill was preceded by the publication in February 1995 of
International Tax--A Discussion Document.27 In August 1995, Commentary
on the Bill was published."2 In discussing the policy framework of the
amending legislation, both the Discussion Document and the Commentary
explicitly or implicitly recognize the concept of globalization. In passing, it
can be noted that the recent amendments to the Overseas Investment Act of
1973 embodied in the Overseas Investment Amendment Act of 1995 are
predicated on similar considerations. To this extent, we are now witnessing
proposed domestic legislation based on an explicit or implicit recognition of
globalization. Another way of viewing the proposed changes to the taxation
of foreign investors and the FDI regime is to regard them as attempts at
domestic regulatory symmetry between the securities, taxation, and FDI
regimes."2 This search for symmetry can be regarded as pursuit of the national
interest that reflects the realities of globalization. 3'
The Discussion Document operates from the premise that New Zealand's
current high rate of economic growth can only be sustained by continued
investment in business and increased participation in the world economy. An
126. TAX EDUCATION OFFICE, NEWSLETTER 100 (1995).
127. DISCUSSION DOCUMENT, supra note 110.
128. WYATT CREECH, INLAND REVENUE DEP'T, TAXATION (INTERNATIONAL TAX) BILL:
COMMENTARY ON THE BILL (1995) [hereinafter COMMENTARY].
129. There are obvious linkages between the three regimes. Some have suggested that the three
regimes might usefully be coordinated, see Walker, supra note 5, at 171, 185; McConnell & Walker, supra
note 78, at 192.
130. Thereby adding a twist on the national interest argument in the context of securities regulation
advanced by Walker, supra note 5, at 171, 183.
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open economy and growth are explicitly connected. 3' It is recognized that
New Zealand is a capital importer which requires foreign investment:
Continued investment, necessary to support sustainable economic
growth, demands that New Zealand businesses be able to satisfy their
requirements for capital, either from New Zealand or overseas.
Policies that give domestic producers access to capital at low cost will
enhance the competitiveness of New Zealand business and are
consistent with the Government's policy of repaying public debt to
remove the risk premium for New Zealand'32
One of the earlier steps in the reform process was the introduction (effective
September 28, 1993) of the Foreign Investor Tax Credit (FITC), directed
toward non-resident portfolio investors. The Discussion Document
commented:
The introduction of the FITC removed the double imposition of
New Zealand taxes on dividends paid to foreign portfolio investors.
Foreign portfolio investors are no longer required to pay full tax at the
New Zealand company level as well as Non-Resident Withholding
Tax. That puts a foreign investor in a similar position to a domestic
investor as far as the maximum New Zealand tax payable is
concerned. The change had an immediate positive effect on the New
Zealand share market. (One large New Zealand business estimated
that this one measure reduced its cost of capital by about 8%.)'
The Income Tax Act 1994 Amendment Act (No. 3) 1995 extends the existing
FITC regime to all non-resident shareholders of New Zealand companies. In
other words, the present exemption from Non-Resident Withholding Tax
(NRWT), which applies to certain non-resident shareholders (investors holding
less than ten percent interest in a company, i.e., non-resident portfolio
investors), is extended to all non-resident shareholders of New Zealand
companies. The effect of the proposed FITC is to reduce the effective New
Zealand tax rate on corporate earnings distributed to non-New Zealand
131. DIscussioN DOCUMENT, supra note 110, at 2.
132. Id at I (emphasis added).
133. Id. at 2 (emphasis added).
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resident investors to thirty-three percent (down from forty-three percent when
NRWT applied). The proposed reforms provide an example of globalization
considerations influencing domestic policy. A similar trend is now evident in
New Zealand securities regulation as discussed in the next section.
G. Unilateral Exemptions for Foreign Issuers
Securities regulation in New Zealand is principally governed by the
Securities Act 1978 and the Securities Amendment Act 1988.' Offers to the
public are prohibited in the absence of a registered prospectus or authorized
advertisement;' 35  the Securities Commission, however, possesses a
discretionary exemption power in section 5 (5) of the Securities Act 1978 to
alleviate this prohibition. Recognition of foreign issuers is a matter which the
Securities Commission has generally dealt with on a case-by-case basis. Thus,
the Securities Commission may give an exemption from the requirements of
the New Zealand legislation where prospecti, which generally conform to the
requirements of New Zealand law and are made available to investors in New
Zealand, have been issued overseas. Hence, an exemption might be granted
in a specific case and an exemption notice gazetted pursuant to section 5 (5)
in respect of an off-shore issuer. There are, however, three exemption notices
which have a wider application and relate to Australian issuers, overseas
companies, and overseas listed issuers. Although the Securities Commission
has used its discretionary exemption power in respect of these entities, the
notices are better viewed as "accommodation by recognition," a term used by
Bevis Longstreth, former Commissioner of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, to describe one strategic response to the globalization of
securities markets.'36 We suggest that together these three notices can be
viewed as just such a strategic response by the New Zealand Securities
Commission to the globalization of securities markets.
134. See generally Walker, supra note 5. For a current overview of the New Zealand regime see
Gordon R. Walker, Securities Regulation in Nev Zealand, in INTERNATIONAL SECURITIES REGULATION:
PACiFIC RIM 1-44 (Gordon R. Walker ed., 1996).
135. Section 33 of the Securities Act 1978.
136. Bevis Longstreth states:
Accommodation by recognition is a more sweeping and ambitious approach. Outside the
[United States], it has been widely embraced throughout the world. Thus, for example, all other
major markets permit issuers to offer their securities using their home country financials, audited
and prepared in accordance with the home country's auditing standards and accounting
principles.
Longstreth, supra note 4, at 328.
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The first notice was The Securities Act (Australian Issuers) Exemption
Notice 1994. This notice exempted Australian incorporated companies or
companies incorporated in countries other than Australia and admitted to or
having made application to be admitted to the official list of the Australian
Stock Exchange from compliance with certain of the prospectus provisions of
the New Zealand legislation where the "Australian prospectus" (as defined in
the notice) is lodged in New Zealand with the Registrar of Companies in
Wellington together with supporting documentation. While this notice can be
viewed as the outcome of traditional links with Australia, it also marks the first
instance of accommodation by recognition. The second notice was The
Securities Act (Overseas Companies) Exemption Notice 1995. This notice
was designed to cover rights issues and takeovers of other overseas companies
by an overseas company. The third and most significant notice is The
Securities Act (Overseas Listed Issuers) Exemption Notice 1995 which came
into force in October 1995. It does not apply in relation to offers to which the
two previous exemption notices apply. The notice allows companies
incorporated in the United Kingdom and listed on the London Stock Exchange
to use their overseas prospecti to make offers of securities in New Zealand. In
a media release dated 9 October, 1995, the Securities Commission stated that
the general purpose of this notice was to provide increased opportunity for
New Zealand investors to participate in overseas issues while substantially
lowering compliance and transaction costs for overseas issuers. Both purposes
can be seen as ways of responding to the globalization of securities markets.""
In addition, the Securities Commission has stated that this exemption notice
provides a base from which the Commission may seek to negotiate the
cooperation of overseas jurisdictions to reciprocal arrangements for New
Zealand issuers. Accommodation by reciprocity is also viewed by Longstreth
as a key strategic response to global market pressures on securities
regulators.'38
137. See Longstreth, supra note 4. For recent evidence on why MNC's choose a particular
jurisdiction for cross-listing, see Shahrokh M. Saudagaran & Gary C. Biddle, Foreign Listing Location: A
Study of MNCs and Stock Exchanges in Eight Countries, 26 J. INT'L Bus. STUD. 319 (1995).
138. Longstreth, supra note 4, at 332.
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H. Conclusions
In this section, we attempt to draw some conclusions from our discussion
of globalization in practice. As a preliminary observation, we appear to be
witnessing a Kuhnian paradigm shift "' in New Zealanders' attitudes and
beliefs about their place in the world. The old paradigm was "Fortress New
Zealand"; the new paradigm is globalization. Recent evidence of this change
is provided by Michael Clark's and Alan Williams' full-blown analysis of New
Zealand in the new global environment, New Zealand's Future in the Global
Environment?: A Case Study of a Nation in Transition."4 This study examines
the New Zealand economy in light of the challenges posed by globalization.
There is an implicit recognition of the macroscopic/microscopic framework for
analysis early in the text when the authors state: "This book is... about both
the changes taking place in the world outside New Zealand and... about the
way in which this country has been... affected by events which have begun
to shape our future as a small, open economy ....'"" ' Clark and Williams
concern themselves with the "big picture" implications of globalization for
New Zealand. Our concern in Part VII of this article is to suggest an analytical
framework for domestic policymakers and legislators to address globalization
issues.
One way of drawing conclusions from the discussion in Part VI is to place
globalization and New Zealand in a historical context. We can do this by
focusing on one key phenomenon--the fact that New Zealand has always been
a capital importing nation-and linking that phenomenon with the globalization
of capital facilitated by the new global communications technology. In Part
VI (B and C) above, we noted that New Zealand has long been a net capital
importer. In the nineteenth century, New Zealand relied on its historical links
with Great Britain and Australia for foreign capital. Today, with the abolition
of foreign exchange and overseas borrowing controls in 1984 and the floating
of the New Zealand dollar in 1985, New Zealand is competing world-wide for
139. THOMAS KUHN, THE STRUCTURE OF SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTIONS 84 (Otto Neurath ed., 1970).
140. M. CLARK & A. WILLIAMS, NEW ZEALAND IN THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT?: A CASE STUDY
OF A NATION IN TRANSITON (1995). It is significant that this text was published by the New Zealand
Employers' Federation.
141. Id. at 1.
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such capital.' 4' This economic imperative, however, is profoundly influenced
by globalization.
In summary, New Zealand's equity markets and international investment
position reflect a rapid increase in foreign investment. To attract foreign
capital in a time of comparative capital shortage and to avoid capital flight
means that New Zealand must pursue prudent economic policies that meet the
expectations of foreign investors (in short, higher interest rates or less debt).
Such policies, however, always carry a political cost, and this applies afortiori
to New Zealand with its new MMP electoral system. Notwithstanding such
political pressures, legislators in New Zealand have begun to fine-tune FDI
and international tax legislation to reflect the facts of globalization. Part VII
of this article suggests that our examination of globalization can be taken a
stage further to provide a framework for policy analysis of domestic
legislation.
VII. GLOBALIZATION: AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Domestic legislation in New Zealand exists in a context of rapid
international and domestic change; that is, it operates within a "complex
system." Such a complex system requires the adoption of an innovative
method for its explication. In Chaos Theory in the Financial Markets,
Dimitris Chorafas proposed one method of analysis which can be fruitfully
used for the type of problems raised in this article. 43 His argument runs as
follows: simple constructs can be understood by reference to deterministic
laws. By contrast, complex behaviour implies complex causes that make the
system unstable and unpredictable. Chorafas thinks that such a system is
governed by a multitude of independent factors and is subject to random
exogenous influences. Earlier, Toshiro Tenaro suggested the use of a
"macroscope," a view able to discern the grand design of such complex
systems.'"
Drawing on complexity theory and Tenaro's insight, Chorafas
distinguishes "macroscopic" from "microscopic" knowledge. The former is
conceptual and fuzzy; the latter tends to be crisp and analytical.
45
142. See generally MONETARY POLICY AND THE NEW ZEALAND FINANCIAL SYSTEM (R.S. Deane
et al. eds., 3d ed., 1992).
143. DimRs N. CHORAFAS, CHAOS THEORY IN THE FINANCIAL MARKETS 59 (1994).
144. Id at61.
145. Id at 65-66.
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Globalization can be characterized as macroscopic knowledge. By contrast,
domestic legislation can be characterized as microscopic knowledge, being
"focused on one domain in which there is little or no contradiction."' 46
Chorafas describes macroscopic knowledge:
The macroscopic view is in essence an integrated set of microscopic
views but macroscopic knowledge is ... fuzzy and so are the models
it uses. An example is 24-hour banking, with the financial markets
operating around the clock .... Seen from the macroscopic viewpoint,
24-hour banking is a reality, but it is a fuzzy concept as well ....
Macroscopic knowledge concerns not only the grand design but also
projections, extrapolations, inference .... By consequence it deals
with soft-data-which is sometimes vague and uncertain.... It is long
experience crystallised into qualitative rules. Furthermore,
macroscopic knowledge is essentially philosophical and
interdisciplinary. Since it is qualitative and logical, it is often
suggestive, allowing for contradiction in concepts and references...
But it is also flexible and adaptive to the changing environment. '47
Chorafas' concept of a macroscopic level is another way of characterizing
globalization. On this view, globalization can be used as a tool to examine the
context of any given domestic legislation. Such analysis can enrich our
understanding of specific legislation by introducing dynamic and predictive
criteria. This is important for two reasons. First, we have witnessed dramatic
change in the international context since the 1970s and global processes
affecting domestic law.'"8 Alfred Aman explains this assertion as follows:
We have moved from local and state common-law, regulatory regimes
that dominated the 19th and early 20th centuries, to national regimes
that dominated the public law of the 1930s to 1980s, to the present
global era. In the present era, law formulated solely in terms ofpurely
state or national entities, without taking into account the significant
role played by transnational forces embodied in multinational
corporations, global capital markets, and rapidly advancing
146. Id at 63.
147. Id at 65-66.
148. See generally Symposium, The Globalization of Law, Politics, and Markets: Implications for
Domestic Law Reform, I IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. i (1993).
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technologies is likely to be not only ineffective, but
counterproductive. Today, the line between domestic and
international is largely illusory. As a result, we need fresh
assessments of issues such as the role and theory of the nation-state in
the twenty-first century ...and ...the kinds of domestic legal
reforms necessary to mesh with or respond to global economic and
political forces. 49
The second reason is that deregulation in New Zealand has profoundly
altered the domestic economic context within which much financial legislation
operates. To ignore these changes is to examine domestic legislation in a
vacuum.
The concept of globalization radiates the possibility of a new analytical
framework for policymakers. Coupled with the microscopic/macroscopic
framework, globalization enables us to avoid the pitfall of domestic
introspection by introducing criteria of internal and external coherence. The
hypothetical taxation policy at the end of Part VI (D) illustrates the application
of the microscopic/macroscopic framework. Now add the additional criteria
of internal and external coherence deriving from the positivist distinction
between what the law is and what the law ought to be. Internal coherence asks
"is" questions: Is the existing legislation achieving its expressed purpose as
reflected in the case law? Is the proposed policy congruent with policy in
related areas? Is there regulatory symmetry between legislation in taxation,
securities, and FDI? External coherence asks the "ought" globalization
question: How should domestic legislation reflect change in the international
context? We have seen examples of how domestic legislation in New Zealand
has addressed the globalization question in the areas of FDI, international tax,
and securities regulation. But these are areas in which the globalization
question is unavoidable. Now the task is to apply the analytical framework
elsewhere. The suggestions we make are admittedly modest but to ignore such
analysis is to run the risk, identified by Aman, of producing law which is "not
only ineffective, but counterproductive."15
149. Aman, supra note 16, at 2 (emphasis added).
150. Id.
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